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Week 8 - Lead Magnets 

Part 1) Choosing Topics  
List Topics You Could Talk Or Teach About  

1. ___________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________

4. ___________________________________________

5. ___________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________

7. ___________________________________________

8. ___________________________________________

9. ___________________________________________

10.___________________________________________

List Customer Problems That They Solve 

1. ___________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________

4. ___________________________________________

5. ___________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________

7. ___________________________________________

8. ___________________________________________

9. ___________________________________________

10.____________________________________________

Part 2) Format

What format do you think would work for your audience? Ebook? Audio? Video? Other? Why do you 
think this  would work best  for  your  audience?  Do you have multiple  audience That  you could 
repurpose this for?

�

�

�

�  
�
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Week 8 - Lead Magnets 

Part 3) Create Content Plan

Can you use the Marketing Calendar in Session 6 to build a plan for the kind of content you could 
create weekly that would flow into a Lead Magnet?

�

�

�  

�  

�  

Can you turn this into a series that will allow you to create additional Lead Magnets?

�

�

�  

�  

�  
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Week 8 - Lead Magnets 

Part 4) Lead Magnet Research

Have you researched your competition with a Google search? (Look for audios and videos on your 
topic).

�

�

�  

What Lead Magnets did you find that you that found were worth paying for? What makes you think it 
has value? 

�  

�  

�  

Did  you  try  to  go  through  their  sign  up  and  download  process?  Did  you  like  it  or  find  it 
cumbersome? What would you want to do differently?

�  

�  

�  
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Week 8 - Lead Magnets 

Part 5) Your Online Sales Conversation

Create a conversation to your new Ideal Customer Avatar and your Ideal Solution For Them…
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